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The following bill of Trees, etc., for the purpose of improving my property. If varieties ordered can not be supplied, others equally desirable may be substituted. Should anything be omitted from this list the same shall be deducted from bill, and I agree to take any pay for the rest according to contract.

Stock to be delivered at 191, for which I promise to pay in cash on delivery, and should I fail to be on hand said stock to be delivered at my house at my expense. It is mutually agreed that no Countermands will be accepted, and no conditions or agreements other than printed herein will be recognized. Agents not allowed to alter this contract in any particular. Trees dying the first year will be replaced the following season at half our regular single rate for that variety.

Notice to be given of date of delivery, and should I fail to be on hand said stock to be delivered at my expense.

Each


dollars

cents

Petitioned

Location

Date

P. O.

Co.

State

No. Wanted

Purchaser's Name

(Rewritten by Agent)

P. O.

H. F. BUCK, Proprietor

PRICE LIST AND ORDER BLANK

INFORMATION OF NOMENCLATURE

have this day bought of

H. F. BUCK,

FEB 1, 1917

[Name written by Agent]

Agent for

ORDER

Address

INDEXED.

Stock to be delivered at

Dollars and

Location

Notice to be given of date of delivery, and should I fail to be on hand said stock to be delivered at my house at my expense. It is mutually agreed that no Countermands will be accepted, and no conditions or agreements other than printed herein will be recognized. Agents not allowed to alter this contract in any particular. Trees dying the first year will be replaced the following season at half our regular single rate for that variety.
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